Y6
Subject
Area

Geography

Can we excavate the mystery of early civilisations’ history?

National Curriculum Programme of
Study

Pupils should use the 8 points of a compass,
4- and 6-figure grid references, symbols and
key (including the use of Ordnance Survey
maps) to build their knowledge of the UK and
the wider world

The knowledge I will gain from my project...


I can locate Egypt on a map and locate
significant places



Using an ordnance survey maps I can interpret
information



I understand how the landscape in Egypt
impacted on people’s lives.
I understand the importance of the Nile to the
Ancient Egyptians
I know that there were three seasons in Ancient
Egypt and understand the role each season
plays in the production and harvest of food.
To explore where and when the first
civilisations began
Summarise what the achievements were of the
earliest civilisations.
E.g. first writing systems, trade in early
civilisations, mathematical understanding ,
trade, technology and inventions, buildings and
architecture, Gods and Religion etc

Final Assessment Judgement:

Geography

Pupils should study physical geography,
including: climate zones, vegetation belts and
rivers.
Final Assessment
Judgement:

History

Pupils should study the achievements of the
earliest civilizations – an overview of where
and when the first civilizations appeared and
a depth study of one of the following: Ancient
Sumer; The Indus Valley; Ancient Egypt; The
Shang Dynasty of Ancient China








Final Assessment
Judgement:

To complete an in depth study of Ancient
Egypt.
History
Final Assessment
Judgement:



I understand the role of the archaeologists in
uncovering the history of the Ancient Egyptians



Using investigative skills I can find out about
Tutankhamen and how artefacts teach us about
the past



I can describe the process of mummification



I understand they worshipped a range of
different gods for a range of reasons



I know the Ancient Egyptians used hieroglyphics as a means of writing/communication



Explore the history of the pyramids.



I can talk about trade and transport links.

Mini Outcomes
Children to locate significant places on a world map.
They will compare these places using 8 points of a compass.
They will place key places in Egypt using 4 & 6 grid references.

Series of lessons where children will make notes about
facts they have learnt and gradually transfer the information onto an interactive poster.

Use a map to investigate where and when the first
civilisations began and place them on a timeline
Children will work in groups to study an aspect of early
civilisations. The children will present their findings
which will include the achievements of the early civilisations in a suitable format.
Using an app and factual texts children will look at
artefacts. Children will be able to explain the role of an
archaeologist.
Primary and secondary sources of information to be
used.
Children will mummify an orange and write an
instructional piece based on their findings.
Children create a fact file about a chosen god.
Children to learn about the Rosetta Stone and
hieroglyphics. Using this information a double page fact
file.
Children to independently choose how to present their
findings.
As part of learning about the River Nile, children explore
the transport links and the importance of the River Nile.
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Study

The knowledge I will gain from my
project...


Design
use research and develop design criteria to inform
the design of innovative, functional, appealing products that are fit for purpose, aimed at particular individuals or groups
Design Technology

Make
select from and use a wider range of tools and
equipment to perform practical tasks [for example,
cutting, shaping, joining and finishing], accurately






Evaluate



evaluate their ideas and products against their own
design criteria and consider the views of others to
improve their work



Final Assessment Judgement:

Art

Pupils should improve their mastery of art and
design techniques, including drawing, painting,
and sculpture with a range of materials
Final Assessment Judgement:

Significant
People




Howard carter, Tutankhamen,, Imhotep



Choose the best materials for a task, showing an
understanding of their working characteristics
Develop detailed criteria for my design.
Use a craft knife, cutting mat and safety ruler with
1:1 supervision if needed
Join materials using the most appropriate method for
the materials or purpose
Select the most appropriate materials and frameworks for different structures explaining what makes
them strong
Explain the form and function of existing familiar
products
Demonstrate modifications made to a product, as a
result of ongoing evaluation by themselves and
others
Describe how an individual in the field of design and
technology has helped shape the world
Research cultural traditions, which influences their
work.



Embellish a 3d form using decoupage (Collage);
select boxes, postal tubes etc. using Egyptian images.




Combining images using digital technology.
To describe and explain methods and ideas used on a
particular theme.

Mini Outcomes

Using clay children will create
their very own Canopic jar

Embellish a 3d form using
decoupage. Children to select an
Egyptian theme i.e. gods,
pyramids, hieroglyphics etc
Children to do this on a mask to
resemble Tutankhamun's mask

